Abstract. In this work, particle-wall interaction in viscoelastic fluids is experimentally studied. The effect of Stokes number, Weissenberg number and surface roughness on the rebound velocity of a colliding spherical particle on a wall is considered. Different steel spherical particles are released in viscoelastic solutions of different high-molecular-weight polymers in water with different concentration, and the coefficient of restitution is calculated for particle-wall collision. The critical Stokes number at which no rebound occurs is studied for different Weissenberg number.
INTRODUCTION
Particle-particle and particle-wall collisions occur in many natural and industrial applications such as sedimentation, agglomeration, and granular flows. To accurately predict the behavior of particulate flows, fundamental knowledge of the mechanisms of single collision is required. More specifically, the study of particle-wall collisions provides deeper insight into modeling particle-laden flow when particle interaction is important. Almost all of the existing studies focus on particle collision in Newtonian fluids. In this paper, we experimentally study particle-wall interaction in viscoelastic liquids.
There are several studies on the rebound of colliding particles in Newtonian fluids. For example, Davis et al. [1] employed an elastohydrodynamic model for collision between particles suspended in a liquid. They assumed the pressure force in the lubrication film is sufficiently large to cause the particles to deform and rebound without making solid-body contact. It was shown that the pertinent parameter for collision in the fluid is not the Reynolds number Re but the Stokes number St = 1 9
Re where ρ p and ρ f are the particle and fluid densities, respectively. No rebound occurs for St lower than a critical value due to the fact that the elastic energy stored by the particle deformation is dissipated in the fluid. The experiments by G.G. Joseph et al. [2] show that the rebound velocity depends strongly on the impact Stokes number and weakly on the elastic properties of the particle. It has been shown that below a St of 10, no rebound occurs [2, 3, 4] . For impact Stokes numbers larger than 500 the coefficient of restitution asymptotes to that for a dry collision.
Whereas several experimental studies have been conducted on the influence of the Newtonian fluid in the collision processes, only a few studies address particle collision in viscoelastic fluids. Stocchino and Guala [5] studied particlewall collision in a shear-thinning fluid and observed that the coefficient of restitution in the case of non-Newtonian fluids (aqueous solution of carboxymethyl cellulose) is higher compared to the Newtonian case with the same Stokes number. Guala and Stocchino [6] provided PIV measurement of the velocity field during rebound of steel particles in the same liquid and concluded that at low Deborah numbers, the shear-thinning character of the non-Newtonian fluid is dominant with respect to its viscoelasticity. Ardekani et al. [7] studied the normal motion of a spherical particle towards a wall in a second-order fluid and observed that the contribution of the second-order fluid to the overall force applied to the particle is an attractive force towards the wall. The force acting on the particle moving towards the wall with constant velocity when the separation distance is small can be written as
where De = |α 1 |V /(µa); µ is the zero-shear viscosity; V is the particle velocity; a is particle radius; α 1 = − ψ 1 2 and α 2 = ψ 1 + ψ 2 where ψ 1 and ψ 2 are the first and second normal stress coefficients; ε is the ratio of the gap between the particle and the wall to particle radius. For a particle moving towards a wall in a second-order fluid, a smaller drag force is experienced by the particle compared to the Newtonian case. The motion of particles in a viscoelastic liquid can be expressed in terms of Reynolds number Re and Weissenberg number We. The Reynolds number is given by
µ where d is the particle diameter. The Weissenberg number is defined as We =
Where λ 1 is the relaxation time. For particle-wall collision the important parameters are Stokes number, Weissenberg number based on impact velocity rather than particle terminal velocity, and the elasticity parameter ε. The main purpose of the present work is to study whether viscoelastic properties of the liquid may influence the measured coefficient of restitution.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this experiment, steel spherical particles are dropped in a liquid-filled tank. The spheres are released by means of an electromagnetic device located in the fluid approximately 15cm above the bottom of the tank. The container is a hexagonal perspex tank where the edge length is 11cm. The dimensions of the tank are such to avoid any influence of the side walls. A block of lucite with 50.8mm thickness is used as a bottom wall of the tank. A mixture of up to 80% glycerol in water and up to 1.5% Polyox aqueous solution is used as the fluid for the experiments. The concentration (φ ) by weight of the polymer was varied from 0.5 − 1.5%.
The motion of the sphere is captured using a high-speed digital camera (HCC-1000 512MB) with framing rates up to 2000 frames per second. Most of the experiments carried out in this paper are captured at 912 fps. The digital images are processed to determine the position of the centroid of the sphere in each frame. The overall image size is 1024 × 256 pixels. The precision of the position can be determined within 0.7 % of particle diameter, corresponding to a resolution of one pixel. Two lines are drawn through the five data points before and after collision as done by G.G. Joseph et al. [2] . The slope of the fitted lines corresponds to V i and V r the impact and rebound velocity, respectively. The absolute error in velocity is 1.5cm/s. The coefficient of restitution is defined as e = − V r V i
. The coefficient of restitution corresponding to the collision of steel spheres onto a lucite wall in air e dry is 0.93 ± 0.02. Surface roughness also has an important effect on rebound velocity [2, 8] . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows that the particle roughness is smaller than 0.2µm. Figure 1 shows the trajectory and velocity of a sphere sedimenting in a 1% Polyox solution as several successive rebounds occur. h is the particle wall separation distance. The coefficient of restitution for rebound of spheres in Newtonian fluids are measured and they are in agreement with those by Gondret et al. [4] . The coefficient of restitution as a function of St number for different PEO concentrations is plotted in figure 2a ). For the viscoelastic liquids used in this experiment, µ varies with shear rate µ = µ(γ) as µ = kγ n−1 whereγ is the shear rate and k and n are power law constants. As explained by Guala and Stocchino [6] , it is necessary to assign a specific value to the rate of strainγ in order to evaluate the viscosity from the constitutive law. Mena et al. [9] studied the effect of the rheological properties on the drag force experienced by a settling particle. They suggested that for low We numbers, the shear-thinning behavior can be represented with a Newtonian fluid using the non-newtonian viscosity corresponding to a strain rateγ = V t /d, where V t is the particle terminal velocity. However for intermediate We number, elastic effects are primarily important. For the impact problems, the impact velocity V i should be used instead of the terminal velocity. Stocchino and Guala [5] showed that for shear-thinning liquids, the use of V i /d for the effective strain rate results in a higher coefficient of restitution compared to the Newtonian fluid. They suggest using d/100 as the length scale corresponding to the strain rate since during the collision, the particle diameter is not the relevant length scale and the thickness of the lubrication layer is employed instead. A different choice of the effective length scale will shift the coefficient of restitution curve horizontally. In figure 2a ) γ = V i /d is used as the effective strain rate. As it can be seen in this figure, higher coefficient of restitutions occur for higher polymer concentrations. Both the shear-thinning and viscoelasticity affect the coefficient of restitution and it is difficult to isolate the effect of each property just by examining figure 2a) . In addition, the critical Stokes number below which no rebound occurs, decreases as the concentration of PEO increases. Figure 2b) shows the same data but this time categorized with respect to the Weissenberg number. As it can be seen, higher rebound occurs for higher Weissenberg number as a the result of the shear-thinning effect. Higher Weissenberg numbers correspond to higher polymer concentration and higher shear-thinning effects. In addition, we observe that the slope at which the coefficient of restitution increases with St is smaller for higher Weissenberg number. We believe this is the result of viscoelasticity rather than shear-thinning. The same behavior is observed using a second-order fluid, whose viscosity is strain-rate independent. Moreover, a smaller critical Stokes numbers is observed for higher Weissenberg number, which agrees with the theoretical model utilizing second-order fluid.
CONCLUSIONS
Particle-wall collision in a viscolastic liquid has been studied. Both viscoelasticity and shear-thinning affect the rebound velocity. It has been observed experimentally that the slope at which the coefficient of restitution increases with Stokes number is smaller for higher Weissenberg numbers. In addition, the critical Stokes number decreases with Weissenberg number. The theoretical results using second-order fluid for very low Weissenberg number shows the same behavior.
